THE ABSOLUTE PHYSICAL REALITY OF THE SUN AND THE COSMOS
AS A WHOLE CAN BE TOTALLY REVEALED BY VERFYING
SHRAIRFUSION MODEL
(An open letter to dissident scientists, critics of mainstream physics theories and
all honest and open-minded scientists)

Dear dedicated scientists,
Our star is misunderstood and the current standard solar model-which I prefer to
call standard solar dogma - is not even wrong. Thermonuclear reactions are labinduced quasi-nuclear fusion reactions that take place in the imaginary Big Bang
Universe and in the minds of theoretical physicists not in the Sun or anywhere else
in the Unified Magnetic-Helical Universe.
However, the mother of all empirical truths about our star can be shown beyond
doubt by experimentally verifying SHRAIRFUSION Model. This model can also
explain all phenomena that are considered mysteries and puzzles in the current
standard solar dogma. Besides that, the proposed model is the theoretical
foundation for realizing the dream of unlimited clean energy source.
Thermonuclear reactions are quasi nuclear fusion reactions that can never be
sustained to produce the desired fusion power, no matter what type of reactor will
be used.
SHRAIRFUSION Model asserts that the true nuclear fusion process which takes
place in the Sun can easily be induced or demonstrated with a very small reactor
configuration- laboratory scale reactor- that costs a few thousand dollars. But,
building a commercial fusion reactor based on SHRAIRFUSION Model will cost
far more than a few thousand dollars.
Sadly, trillions of dollars and eighty years of research with different fusion devices
and reactors are still not enough to convince the narrow-minded and the selfdeluded scientists-who are the authority of course- that the problem is with their
theory. Definitely, the so-called H-bomb has contributed enormously to the tragedy

of thermonuclear fusion. The so-called H-bomb is one of greatest scientific
deceptions of the 20th century. Make no doubt about it, thermonuclear reaction
does not take place in the Sun and does not take place in the H-bomb. I salute the
outstanding Indian nuclear expert and former DRDO scientist K. Santhanam for
exposing the truth about the H-bomb. I have stated previously that he deserves the
highest prize for being honest about this important issue that cost humanity and
scientific progress dearly.
Dear dedicated scientists,
There is nothing that can restore cosmology, astrophysics and physics in general to
their right places-after one hundred and twenty years of endless mathematical
fiction theories- other than generating nuclear fusion power based on the physical
reality of our star. The physics establishment and all current nuclear fusion
research centers and institutes around the world will be totally defenseless when
the mother of all the empirical truths about our star will be revealed. The
theoreticians who inflicted an infinite damage on the progress of physics will raise
the white flag, since all current theoretical arguments about the Sun will be
meaningless afterwards. More importantly, the Big Bang Universe and all theories
associated with it will cease to exist. On the other hand, the financial implications
will be of course enormous on the private sectors, especially the energy sector, but
humanity will be victorious on all fronts and the Universal Truth of the Magnetic
Structured of Matter will be entirely revealed and understood.
Important References
1- The external energy supply to the sun is overwhelmingly obvious and has recently
been detected by space probes. http://www.journalcra.com/sites/default/files/23817.pdf
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3- Thermonuclear Bomb is a Super Lie. https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/super-lie-jamalshrair
4- Generated Plasma from Thermonuclear Reactions will Remain for Ever
Unsustainable and Inefficient https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/generated-plasma-fromthermonuclear-reactions-remain-ever-shrair

5- Papers Written to the GSJ by Jamal S. Shrair http://gsjournal.net/Science-JournalsPapers/Author/218/Jamal,%20Shrair
6- Jamal S. Shrair's articles with the Watchers https://watchers.news/tag/jamal-shrair/
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